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Mr. Chair, Distinguished Delegates, 

 

I am pleased to introduce, on behalf of the United Nations System Chief Executives Board 

for Coordination (CEB), the note of the Secretary-General conveying his comments and those of 

CEB members on the report of the Joint Inspection Unit “Review of Managing cloud computing 

services in the United Nations system” (JIU/REP/2019/5) as contained in A/74/691/Add.1. 

 

Organizations of the United Nations system welcomed the report and expressed their 

appreciation for such a comprehensive review which provided a valuable input to all those in the 

process or considering of moving more ICT applications to the cloud. The report contains useful 

guidance to assist them to effectively navigate and manage the risks and complexities unique to 

cloud computing. 

 

Organizations concurred with the Inspectors’ views that cloud computing offers the 

opportunity to manage ICT service delivery with more agility, improved business continuity, 

improved security, and at reduced cost.  However, they noted that each organization's business 

case and adoption strategy need to be designed explicitly to meet those four objectives, or there is 

a risk that organizations will not get the full benefits of cloud adoption.  
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In the context of UN reform initiatives, several organizations recognized the need for 

synergy and consistency in leveraging and sharing common experience and policies.  

 

In reference to the roles and services delivered by the UNICC, organizations recognized 

the timeliness to reflect on current and future opportunities for extending the mandate of UNICC 

into new service areas in response to the needs of member organizations, although they indicated 

a preference to discuss specific proposals in the context of the management committee and not as 

currently formulated in Recommendation 5. 

 

On behalf of the organizations of the UN system, I would like to thank the JIU for this 

report, which covered a topic of great relevance to the entire UN system and the Member States 

they serve.   

Thank you. 


